CORNER STATUS

PERTAINS TO WEST BOUNDARY OF SEC. 18 ONLY

INVESTIGATION NOTES:

FOUND 3"x4" DECAYED POST 2 FT. LONG LYING ALONGSIDE
A ROCK MOUND WITH ALL MKS. GONE.
FOUND ORIG. 29 IN. SNAG, S. 71° E, 3 4/5 LKS. AS RECORDED WITH
A BLAZE ON NORTH SIDE. ALSO AXE MKS. AT TOP OF
WITNESS BLAZE. ALL SCRIBE MKS. ARE ROTTED OFF.
FOUND ORIG. 39 IN. (HOT 24") SNAG, S. 36° W, 5 1/5 LKS. WITH
WITNESS BLAZE BUT ALL MKS. ARE ROTTED AWAY.

SIGNED L. WHITMORE
Title: FORESTRY TECH
Date: 1-6-63

MONUMENT:

ACCESSORIES

REMARKS:

SET UP OLD CORNER POST IN ORIG. ROCK MOUND.
NEW BTS:

14 IN. FIR, N. 83° 30' E, 29 LKS. MKD. 4 5/8 BT.
20 IN. BEAR-SCARRED FIR, S. 5° E, 24 LKS. MKD. 4 5/8 BT.

THIS CORNER IS LOCATED ON A N.W. SLOPE.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: M. WHITMORE

DARYL WHITMORE